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INTRODUCTION

Originally founded to link students at Harvard University, the social networking application, Facebook, has evolved into the most visited social networking site in the world with over 90 million active users. Specializing in regional and scholastic networks, Facebook boasts an 85% market share at universities and colleges in the United States [1], and a recent study of more than 800 University of Florida medical students and residents determined that 44.5% use Facebook [2]. As academic health sciences libraries explore social networking technologies to create and market library services, Facebook provides a flexible space to interface with a large number of students. Homegrown applications for Facebook have been created by libraries to answer reference questions, search online public access catalogs, and host multimedia collections. For health sciences libraries, whose users are often widely dispersed, Facebook offers several opportunities for outreach and instruction. For example, self-organizing groups of users (i.e., medical student class of 2010, pharmaceutical sciences undergraduates) afford targeted marketing opportunities despite their distributed locations (i.e., teaching hospitals, rural clinics, commercial pharmaceutical laboratories). Additionally, Facebook encourages developers to create applications that could be useful in a health sciences setting (i.e., PubMed Search application), form affinity groups (i.e., Medical Library Association Facebook group), and foster library fan pages.
Despite an abundance of literature about the social networking site Facebook in newspapers, magazines, and other popular publications, Facebook as a topic in the library literature is scarce. A review of the literature revealed that the majority of published articles provided an introduction to the application and social networking in general. Particularly lacking were research-based articles on Facebook’s use in libraries. Searching specifically for research relating to the presence of health sciences libraries on Facebook yielded no results. To partially fill this void, this study was designed to determine the extent and nature of institutional Facebook use by academic health sciences libraries. Secondly, the authors sought to gauge the perceived success of institutional Facebook pages. The authors recognized that many librarians used Facebook personally and professionally; however, these types of individual use were not the focus of this study.

Omitting descriptive and editorial communications, this literature review summarizes some representative research-oriented studies on libraries and Facebook found in the database, Library Literature. Mack et al.’s article, “Reaching Students with Facebook: Data and Best Practices,” discussed a librarian’s use of Facebook as a means to collect and answer reference questions [3]. The lead author promoted his Facebook profile during subject-specific library sessions with undergraduates, along with his availability for consultation via Facebook. During the fall 2006 semester, reference inquiries were counted by email, telephone, instant messenger, and Facebook and in person. Out of the 441 received reference questions, the most reference questions were collected through Facebook (126), followed closely by email (122) and in-person consultations (112). The authors recommended that libraries create a Facebook group as a “fun way to find out who your library fans are out there.”

In “Internet Reviews: Social Networking Software Follow-up: Facebook and MySpace (and more),” Greenwell and Kraemer discussed their strategies for using Facebook to bolster student awareness of library services [4]. Creatively, the authors scanned student group conversations on Facebook (i.e., “Class of 2011”) to answer a variety of questions that surfaced in the course of those conversations. Additionally, they paid to advertise a freshmen event on Facebook, noting that while the advertising was inexpensive, its effectiveness was difficult to evaluate.

Charmigo and Barnett-Ellis conducted a survey of academic librarians to ascertain perspectives on Facebook and its implications in libraries [5]. Reporting on their findings in “Checking out Facebook.com: The Impact of a Digital Trend on Academic Libraries,” they noted their sample of librarians (n=123) were aware of Facebook and its use on campus. In terms of Facebook’s potential as an academic tool, 54% of those surveyed said there was no academic use, 34% were unsure, and 12% felt that such promise existed. This latter minority suggested the use of Facebook in academic settings to promote library services, set up book clubs, and create online study groups. Survey data found that most librarians were neither “enthusiastic nor disdaining” of Facebook.
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week of the survey. EFM Continuum compiled the survey data, ran cross-tabulations, and filtered the data by specific criteria. As a backup, the raw survey data were exported to an Excel file.

Seventy-two librarians responded to the survey, resulting in a 50% response rate (n=72/144). Only 12.5% (n=9/72) reported that their libraries’ maintained a Facebook page, whereas 85% (n=61/72) stated that their libraries did not maintain a library-specific Facebook page. The remaining 2 respondents (3%, n=2/72) answered, “I don’t know.” All respondents reported that they were familiar with the brand name, “Facebook.”

RESULTS

Libraries that maintain Facebook pages

Respondents were given the option to list multiple ways their libraries use Facebook. Table 1 illustrates how academic health sciences libraries use their Facebook pages: mainly to market the library, push out announcements to library users, post photos, provide chat reference, and have a presence in the social network. Libraries reported that they used Facebook in four different ways on average, with the high and low number of uses reported as seven and one, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Number of responses*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To push out library announcements to users or to market the library</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To post photos</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide a presence on Facebook (&quot;to be where users are&quot;)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide chat reference (Meebo, etc.)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide a forum for library users to communicate</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To RSVP for library events</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide online public access catalog search</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide database search</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To push out library announcements to employees</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide a forum for library employees to communicate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To administer a course</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide educational tutorials</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To post audio</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To post video</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To podcast</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please specify)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library does not maintain a Facebook page</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A single respondent could list more than one use.

One reason cited by the librarians (36%, n=26/72) for not developing a Facebook page was the lack of time to set up and maintain a Facebook page (36%, n=22/61). The belief that Facebook demonstrated little to no utility in an academic setting (28%, n=17/61).

Almost half of these librarians answered “other” (49%, n=30/61) and provided qualitative rationales for not developing a Facebook page. In addition to the 2 reasons cited above, other themes obtained from free-text comments included: library users did not use Facebook; institutional or library administration discourages Facebook or social networking use (16%, n=10/61); and staff lacked knowledge of how to set up a Facebook page (11%, n=7/61). Eighteen percent, (n=11/61) noted that their library was in the process of investigating a Facebook page. Other comments indicated the idea of a Facebook page had not been discussed or considered; respondents were uncertain about how Facebook could be used; librarians had personal Facebook pages; librarians did not think Facebook was appropriate; and the undergraduate library on campus had a Facebook page. Substantiating possible arguments for nonparticipation, Thompson demonstrated that as medical students and residents progress through their academic preparation, their use of Facebook waned[2].

Current Facebook uses

At this point in time, Facebook use by health sciences academic libraries is still evolving. Most libraries with a Facebook presence use it for promotional purposes rather than for hosting research applications. A small number of health sciences libraries currently offer chat reference and communication forums via Facebook. Although it offers the ability to share media, Facebook is not yet being employed as a channel for broadcasting multimedia by health sciences libraries, except for still images. Other potential uses, not employed by health sciences libraries, include searching databases and catalogs and hosting short tutorials. Possibly because of these potential uses, 28% of the responding libraries have, or are considering, a presence on Facebook.

Obstacles to use

Among libraries already using it, the majority did not have a strong opinion on the current or future success
of their libraries’ Facebook presence. This point corroborated the general attitude of librarians’ indifference toward Facebook proffered by Charnigo and Barnett-Ellis[5]. Presently, most survey respondents indicated that they did not see a need or a use for a library Facebook page, with the exception of marketing the library or promoting library events. Although a small number of respondents indicated that they were uncertain how to set up a Facebook page, a significant number of respondents answered that they did not have the time to set up and maintain a Facebook page. The perception that a large time commitment is required is belied by the fact that respondents who have existing Facebook pages spent under four hours per week maintaining and monitoring their sites. In addition, clinical sites, which typically have stringent network security measures in place, might block access to Facebook and other social networking sites, thus undercutting its effectiveness as a health sciences library tool. As the comfort level and facility with this product increases, applications become more robust, and actual maintenance time is understood, it may be likely that more libraries will establish a Facebook presence.

CONCLUSION
Those libraries that are using Facebook are using it mainly to market the library, push out announcements to library users, post photos, provide chat reference, and have a presence in the social network. These libraries feel positive about the future success of their Facebook presence. However, the investigators believe that due to the small number of actual libraries using Facebook, the data collected at this point in time provide usage benchmarks but are inconclusive in determining whether or not Facebook is a useful and effective application for health sciences libraries. If Facebook becomes a more prevalent application, this question can be revisited in the future to make a more accurate determination.
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INTRODUCTION
Internet-based tools are easily accessible and can assist busy health professionals who cannot be expected to know the answer to every clinical question [1]. Some variability appears to exist in how Internet-based resources are used by different groups of health professionals [2].

A postal survey was undertaken to assess the information-seeking behavior and needs of a wide range of hospital-based staff including allied health professionals in one large organization to inform training and resource planning. The study was undertaken at the Canterbury District Health Board (CDHB), the main health funding and provider organization serving 500,000 people in the center of the South Island of New Zealand. The main hospital site provides approximately 1,000 beds and includes a medical library with librarians who are available to assist with searching and training. Staff have access to computers with high-speed Internet; however, their formal training in evidence-based medicine varies.